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About This Game

A.R.E.S. Extinction Agenda EX is the upgraded version of A.R.E.S. Extinction Agenda, the award-winning 2.5D action-packed
side-scrolling platform game that originally released in 2011.
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The game takes players on a thrilling sci-fi adventure! Take control of combat specialist Ares, or the new playable character,
Tarus, to battle deadly machines with a variety of powerful weapons and armor. Your goal: Save Minos Space Station’s survivors

and uncover the nefarious Zytron’s extinction agenda!

Key Features:

Receiving EX Transmission – A.R.E.S. Extinction Agenda EX has been refitted with new friendly UI, control scheme,
and leaderboards.

Upgrade Complete – Armed with new weapons, abilities, and even a new playable ally, humanity’s secret weapon has
never been stronger.

Obstruction Eminent – Ares isn't the only one with new tricks; new enemies and bosses have also joined the fray.
Along with challenges stages, you’ll need all your might and power to fight off these guys.

Uncharted Sectors – With readjusted maps and completely new levels, there are an abundance of areas to explore for
new and returning robots alike. Delve deeper into the world of A.R.E.S. and discover new areas of Minos Space Station
you never knew existed!
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Visuals Updated – New high resolution textures as well as brand new animated cut scenes.

Audio Enhanced – A.R.E.S. Extinction Agenda EX comes complete with the original soundtrack by Hyperduck
Soundworks. Also now boasting a completely new additional soundtrack for the second campaign from Heavy Metal
master Charlie Parra Del Riego, a perfect fit for Tarus the heavy metal Tanker.
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Title: A.R.E.S. Extinction Agenda EX
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Extend Studio
Publisher:
ORiGO GAMES
Release Date: 3 Oct, 2014
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doesnt work a shame it doesnt :(. It's surprisingly beautiful for a game from 2003 with a locked 800x600 resolution. The details
in the environment, the superb sound effects, the well crafted characters...it's a shame that the game is so punishingly hard, so
extremely difficult, so incredibly unforgiving that it is impossible to enjoy without a severely masochistic personality. You think
I'm exaggerating? Play it, I ♥♥♥♥ing dare you.. So...
Robotron:2084 and Asteroids met up at an Electric Wizard concert...dropped some acid...and...some 70 years earlier...their
daughter,Candice Swanepoel was born.

Would time travel again.. Very cute game. Great chibis, cringeworthy weeb protagonist. Totally handles the high school
awkwardness quite well. Suprisingly educational too. I really wasn't expecting much from this game, but it's pretty enjoyable..
awesome inside look at game devlopment. cool sound track as-well.
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It´s a good program to make high-quality films. If you take a little time worth it, then you can easily quickly make quality
Videos yourself. Downloading and installing via Steam was easy and quick as always. It´s a great tool for editing and editing
Videos of any length, quality and for any occasion. Agreat avantage is the simple structure of the program, because the user
interface is very intuitive to use as you do not have to look at many tutorials to use VEGAS Movie Studio adequately. I have
tried many different Video editing programs, but this is by far my favorite. I can work perfectly with it.
Good value for Money.. Simple game, but holds what it advertises.. Not a bad platformer. Pretty short. Platforming mechanics
are solid, yet sometimes inconsistent. Jumping off platforms sometimes doesn't let you double jump, and wall jumping is
finnicky and doesn't work half the time. Levels need at least 1 checkpoint in them, because even though you die in 2 hits, many
levels are mostly all instant kill items, pits/ etc. Some bosses are fun, but others they ruin it by making them instant kill bosses
that take multiple hits. There's collectibles, but most of them aren't even explained as to their use. Hixboxes can be worky as
well.

7/10.. Great game, just needs more players!. I'm lovin' it.. Dear god this is by far the worst game i have ever played, finding out
how to work the volume was the most fun part of the whole game. Never and i mean ever make another
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 game like this again. Here's my experience with the game 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=xSrvFKTNRtI. One should be paid to play this game.. What a wonderful step forward for
BFS. I have played games for $50+ that can't match the addictiveness of this game. I have purchased the previous versions of
this and always wanted a 3D version. This fits the bill and knowing BFS they will continue to tweak it from feedback.
Something the bigger software companies could learn a thing or two from.
The graphics are smooth and the detail is enough to give you the right sense of perspective of the aircraft. The radar is enough
for now, but I would love a switch between the 3D view and a TRACON screen. I am just getting greedy now. LOL.
If you like puzzles or are an ATC fan this game will give you a huge amount of fun for your money.
Last Words:

BUY IT!

DMAC ‘Tin Pusher’
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